
MOTHER NATURE IS IN SEVERE PAIN
(Mother Nature /Mother Earth is alive; she lives with harmonious balances, and consciousness.)  

to connect us with higher powers in the Universe. 

We all are witnessing how our life is encompassed with harmony and balances around 
Mother Nature and other planets. We may be separated by continents, time zones, and 
viruses, but we are always united in spirit, love, and friendship.  We appreciate and share 
sunlight, our beautiful moons and twinkling stars.  

Our global profound pain from coronavirus is related to Mother Nature’s severe pain 
while we intentionally cause her pain mostly for our own benefits.   

Now our planet is trying to heal herself from suffering pain from global warming (polluted
earth, water, and air).  It is a huge burden on her nature as responsibility of humanity and 
her relationship with other planets.

Even though, the passionate scientists who have given their lifetimes to study and research
are feeling a sense of helplessness and cannot predict the future for what is to come and 
how they can hold the world from critical stage.

Some scientists believe the response of Mother Nature currently is more serious than ever; 
“How can we preclude coronavirus and save our people and the earth”?

Mother Nature was crying in silence, until she broke her silence and is communicating 
and complaining loudly of her pain by giving us a signal of coronavirus that causes 
people to cry worldwide.  Therefore, we can be aware of her pain and a huge burden on
her nature of benevolent tolerance.

It is our duty and responsibility with profound love for Mother Earth, and planets not 
breaking their boundaries.  So, our humility, sincerity, trust, and services can continue 
fruitfully as our ancestors created a super bond with them; certainly, we can share a superior 
relationship with their blessings to heal ourselves from severe pain. 

The power of invisible energy shows us that compassion is not only for the people, but it 
also encompasses Mother Nature and other planets.  Therefore, our Significant Healing     can
succeed through true love as well as through our holistic journey of life. 
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